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The method of multiple scales is used to analyze parametrically excited, linear systems having many 
degrees of freedom and distinct natural frequencies. Explicit second-order expressions are obtained for the 
characteristic exponents which yield the transition curves. Various combination resonances are treated. The 
results are applied to the buckling of free-clamped columns under the influence of sinusoidally varying 
axial loads. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The present paper is concerned with systems governed 
by equations having the form 

•,+ coZ, u. + 2½(coscot) •-•.f,,u,, = 0, (1) 
n--1 

where n= 1, 2, --., N; N may be any positive integer; 
ß is a small parameter; dots indicate differentiation with 
respect to time; and the natural frequencies co, are dis- 
tinct and ordered so that co, < co,+•. Similar systems 
were considered in a number of earlier studies; the fol- 
lowing brief discussion of representative examples pro- 
vides a background for the present paper. 

Hsu •'z obtained approximate solutions for various res- 
onant situations and included the case when the natural 

frequencies are not distinct. Yamamoto and 8aito 3 ob- 
tained approximate solutions for various resonant situa- 
tions. Moreover, they compared their analytical results 
with their results obtained experimentally and by using 
an analog computer. Merrier 4 considered a system in 
which the periodic coefficients multiply polynomials in 
the unknown functions. The analyses in these three 
studies were based on the method of averaging. (Nayfeh s 
gives a description of the various perturbation methods. ) 
Only two terms in the approximation, which includes ex- 
pressions for the transition curves in.the ß-co plane be- 
tween stable and unstable solutions, were obtained. 

Using analog simulation, Sugiyama et al. ø found com- 
bination resonances in the responses of clamped-free 
columns to periodic tangential loads. Iwatsubo etal. 7 
demonstrated experimentally the existence of combina- 
tion resonances in the responses of clamped-clamped 
and clamped-simply supported columns. Iwatsubo etal. 8 
used Galerkin's method in conjunction withHsu's stabili- 
ty criteria to study various resonances in the responses 
of columns to periodic axial loads. 

Fu and Nemat-Nasser ø used Hill's method to obtain 

the first two terms in the expressions for the transition 
curves for various resonant conditions. They included 
the case in which not all the natural frequencies are dis- 
tinct. 

Keeping with the idea of averaging, one could use, for 
example, the method of Struble, the method of Krylov, 
Bogoliubov, and Mitropolski, or Lie series and trans- 

forms to obtain higher-order terms in the approxima- 
tions. However, to the authors' knowledge, none of 
these methods have been used. • 

Valeev •ø-•' obtained three-term approximations of the 
transition curves for various similar systems. He used 
the Laplace transformation to convert the set of differ- 
ential equations into a set of linear difference equations 
and solved the latter using Hill's method. 

The method of multiple scales is an alternative to the 
methods mentioned above, though it has not been applied 
to this problem before. In the present paper, this meth- 
od is used to construct three-term approximations of the 
solution which yield explicit expressions for the charac- 
teristic exponents and the transition curves. Several of 
the resonant situations considered in the present paper 
were also considered by Hsu and Valeev, and the present 
results are shown to agree with theirs. In addition, a 
number of other resonant situations are considered in 

the present paper for the first time. 

I. STRAIGHTFORWARD EXPANSION 

The different possible resonant conditions can be ex- 
hibited by a straightforward expansion having the form 

un(t; e) ~ u,o(t)+ßu.•(t)+.... (2) 

Substituting Eq. (2) into Eq. (1) and equating coefficients 
of like powers of ß yields 

ii.0+ co,•'u,0 =0, (:3) 

ii. + co.zu. = -E f. ruro [exp(icot) + cc], (4) 

ii.•. + co,•'u,•. = -•'• f. rur• [exp(icot) + co], (5) 

where cc represents the complex conjugate of the preced- 
ing terms. 

The general solution of Eq. (3) can be written in the 
form 

u,0 =A. exp(ico. t) + cc, (6) 

where A.is a complex constant. 

Substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (4) yields 
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}}. + co,u. = - Z fnrAr(exp[i(% + co) t] + exp[i(% - co) t] } + ee. 
(?) 

A particular solution of Eq. (7) can be written in the 
form 

u.• =Z fnr A [exp[i(%+ co)t] exp[i(%- co)t]] • •' + w) •' - W• + cc. + - 

I 

Substituting Eq. (8) into Eq. (5) yields 

A particular solution of Eq. (9) can be written in the 
form 

r /•n + COS)2 1 ] exp(i%t) _ _ O0 r CO s -- CO n 

i. [ 1 r (CO + CO n -- COt 1 ] t exp(iwnt) d.) .,. +cc. -- -- COt COn 
(lO) 

It follows from Eqs. (6) and (10) that expansion (2) is 
only valid for short times because limt.•(u,•./u,o)=oo; 
this is the result of the secular terms in un•. which con- 

tain the factors texp(ñ ico, t). It follows from Eqs. (8) 
and (10) that expansion (2) is not valid if pco= co,ñ co,., 
where p, n, and m are integers, because when such res- 
onant combinations of frequencies exist some terms in 

u,•, u,•., etc., may contain small divisors. As men- 
tioned in the Introduction, the existence of such combina- 
tion resonances has been demonstrated both experimen- 
tally and by analog simulation. 3,6,7 

In order to eliminate the troublesome secular and 

small-divisor terms, one must modify the straightfor- 
ward procedure. In this paper, the modification is ac- 
complished by using the method of multiple scales. 

II. FIRST-ORDER EXPANSIONS 

Following the me•od of multiple scales, one seeks a 
uniformly valid expansion having the form 

u(t; +, 

where T o =! is the so-called fast scale which is associ- 
ated with changes occurring at the frequencies co and w,, 
while T• =el and T•. =eat are the so-called slow scales 
which are associated with modulations in amplitudes and 
phases resulting from the parametric excitation and oc- 
curring at frequencies much lower than co and co, 

Substituting expansion (11) into Eq. (1) and equating co- 
efficients of like powers of ½ yields 

=0, 

D•u.[ + co.zu.[ =_ 2DoD[U.o _•-] $.rUro[exp(icoTo ) + cc], 

and 

D•u.•. + co•una =- 2DoD•.u.o- D•u.o - 2DoD[u.[ 

-• f.,.u,.•[exp(icoTo)+CC] , (14) 

where D,. = 0/0 T,.. 

The general solution of Eq. (12) can be written in the 
form 

U.o =A(T•, T•.)exp(i%T0) + cc , (15) 

where the complex functions A. are undetermined at this 
level of approximation; they are determined by eliminat- 
ing the terms from Eqs. (13) and (14) which produce the 
troublesome secular and small-divisor terms in u.• and 
/•n2- 

Substituting Eq. (15) into Eq. (13) yields 

D•u.•. + w•u. •.=- 2iwnD].A. exp(iw.T o) 

-•.f,,.Ar{exp[i(cor + co)To] + exp[i(% - co) To] } +cc. 
(16) 

Now A, is to be chosen in such a way as to eliminate 
troublesome terms from u,[. This choice depends on 
the resonant combinations of frequencies; in this sec- 
tion, five different cases are considered. 

A. The case w away from Wq -I- Wp 

In this case, co is away from %ñ % for all possible 
values of p and q. Hence, small divisors cannot appear, 
and the troublesome term will be eliminated from u,• if 
for all n 

D•A. =0 or A. =A.(T•.). (17) 

Consequently, a particular solution of Eq. (16) can be 
written in the form 

•exp[i(% + co) T 0] exp[i(% - co) TO] } + co. 
B. The case co near cop + coq 

In this case co is near % + co,, and there are no other 
resonances to this order. To express the nearness of 
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co to co• + %, one can introduce the detuning parameter • 
which is defined by the following equation: 

co = co• + co• + ecr. (19) 

Then, using Eq. (19), one can write 

(co- co•) T O = co•T o + o'T• (20) 
and 

(co - %,) To = co• To + O'T•. (21) 
Then it follows from Eq. (16) that the troublesome terms 
are .eliminated from u•l if 

2ico•DiA• +f•A• exp(i•T•) = 0, (22) 
the troublesome terms are eliminated from u• • 

2iw•D•A• +f•A• exp(i•T•) = 0, (23) 
and the troublesome terms are eliminated from u,•, 
where n•p and q, • Eq. (17) is satisfied. 

Equations (22) and (23) admit nontrivial solutions 
having the form 

A•=a• e•(-iXT•) and A•=a•exp[i(•+•) T•], (24) 
where a• and a• are complex functions of T•, 

•= - •[• (•2 - A•)•/2], (25) 
and 

A = f,f (26) 

It follows from Eqs. (24) and (25) that A• and A• are 
bounded •, and only •, 

•2 m A•. (27) 

When A•>0 (i.e., when• and f• have the same sign), 
the transition curves in the (-• plane separating stable 
from unstable solutions are defined by the following: 

+ o(e (28) 
which agrees with the result of Hsu. • When p= q, Eq. 
(28) reduces to 

• = 2• e(f•/•) + 0((•) (29) 
which is the known result for the Mathieu equation. 

In this case u•, u•, and u,• for • p and q are given 
by Eq. (18) with the troublesome terms being deleted. 

C. The •se • near •q -•p 
In this case • is near •- • and there are no other 

resonances to this order. The results can be obtained 

from those above by simply changing the sign of •. For 
this case, unstable solutions occur only when • and f• 
have d•ferent signs. 

D. The•se• near • +•q and •s - •q 
In this case w is simultaneo•ly near • + • and •s 

-•, and there are no other resonances to this order. 
To express the nearness of • to • + • and •s-•, one 
can introduce the two detuning parameters which are de- 
fined in the following equations- 

•=•+•+(• and •=•s-•+e•2. (30) 

Then it follows that the troublesome terms are elimi- 
nated if 

2ico•D•A• +f•A• exp(icr• T•) = 0, 

2ico•D•A• +f•l, Al, exp(icrl T•)+f•sAs exp(- icrc. T•) =0, 

2icosD•A s +fsqAq exp(i(r•. T•) = 0, 

and for n•p, q, and s, the A, satisfy Eq. (17). Equa- 
tions (31)-(33) admit nontrivial solutions having the form 

(31) 

(32) 

(33) 

and 

A• =a• exp[- i(•- crl) T•], 

A• =a• exp(iXT•), 

As=a s exp[i(X+ cry.) T•], (34) 

where a•, a•, and a s are complex functions of T•. and 

' )'• ' cry.) 'l 0. (35) X + • •(X + • - • A•(X + = 

Equation (35) is a cubic equation for X and has closed- 
form solutions. The transition curves correspond to the 
values of • and w for which X has two real roots. 

In this case, uia , u,t, ust , and unt for n•p, q, and s 
are given by Eq. (18) with the troublesome terms being 
deleted. 

We note that, as ½ vanishes, both resonances cannot 
exist simultaneously; either cry. or crl becomes large, de- 
pending on whether co approaches co• + co• or cos-co•- 
Thus, as ½ vanishes, one expects Eq. (35) to reduce to 
the results for a single resonance. To see that this oc- 
curs, we consider, for example, co to be near co• + co•. 
Consequently, cry. becomes large and Eq. (35) reduces to 

1 

X+ •A•,•(X+ o*•)'• =0 . 
It follows that 

x= - + - A , 
which agrees with Eq. (25). 

E. The case co near coq - cop and cos -coq 
In this case co is simultaneously near co•-co• and cos 

-co•, and there are no other resonances to this order. 
The results can be obtained from those directly above by 
simply changing the sign of co•. 

III. SECOND-ORDER EXPANSIONS 

Substituting Eqs. (15) and (18) into Eq. (14) yields 

D•,,•. + co•,,• = -(2ico,,D•,.A,, + I•A,,) exp(ico,, T o) 

{ exp[i(co• + 2co)To] + exp(ico•T o) 
exp[i(co•- 2co) T o] + exp(icosTo) } +cc +NTT, + 

(36) 

where NTT stands for terms which cannot produce 

troublesome terms in un•. under any of the resonant con- 
ditions being considered. As in the previous section, 
different cases need to be considered. 
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A. The case co away from coq + cop 
Here three subcases are considered: 2co away from 

cot + co•, 2co near cot + wk, and 2co near co• - cok. Other res- 
onances, such as 2co simultaneously near cot- co• and co,, 
-cot, can be treated in the same manner as the cases 
being considered, but the results are not presented here. 

In this case A.is a function of T•. only [recall Eq. 
07)]. 

When 2co is away from cot + cok for all possible values 
of l and k, troublesome terms are eliminated if 

iD•.A, + X ,A, =0, (37) 

where 

, (% + •o)• •. + •. (38) ß 

The solution of Eq. (37) can be written in the form 

A, =a, exp(ix,,T•.), (39) 

.where a, is a complex constant. Consequently, to sec- 
ond order, every mode which is not part of either of the 
resonant combinations w near %+ % or 2co near wt+ % 
is bounded for all times. 

When 2w is near w t + w•, it is convenient to introduce 
the aletuning parameter defined in the following: 

2w = w• + % + e•. (40) 
Then the troublesome terms are eliminated if 

iD•A• + X• + •,A, exp(i•T•) = 0, (41) 

iDsA• + x•A• + g•A•exp(i•Ts) =0, (42) 

and for n•l or k the • satisfy Eq. (37). In Eqs. (41) 
and (42), 

Equations (41) and (42) admit nontrivial solutions hav- 
ing the form 

A• = a• exp(iXT•.) 

and 

At = at exp[- i(•- •r) T•.], (44) 

where a• and a t are complex constants and 

X • - X(cr- Xt + X•) + X•(•- X•) + •• =0. (45) 

Hence, the transition curves corres•nd to the vanishing 
of the discriminant of Eq. (45); they correspond to 

•=X• + X• • 2(••) •/•- (46) 

CombiningEqs. (40) and (46) leads to the following defini- 
tion of the transition curves in the e-w plane: 

W =• L•(X' + X') • (g•'g'•)•/S]' (47) 

Unstable solutions occ• only when g•l and gl• have op- 
tsite signs. 

The case 2• near • - • can be obtained from the 
above results by simply changing the sign of •. 

B. The case co near cop 4-coq 

In this case co is near co• + co,, and there are no other 
reson:inces. Moreover, A• and A, are functions of T 1 
and T•.; consequently, troublesome terms are eliminated 

2i%,D•.A•, + D•A•, + 2%,{•,A•, =0, (48) 
2ico,D•.A, + D•A, + 2co,{,A, =0, (49) 

and for n•p or q the A, satisfy Eq. (37). In Eqs. (48) 
and (49), 

+ - - (s0) 

Comparing Eqs. (38) and (50), one sees • is formed by 
removing the terms containing small divisors from 

It is convenient, for reasons which are given below, 
to combine Eqs. (22) and (48) as well as Eqs. (23) and 
(49) to form single equations in terms of the original 

, 

time scale. To accomplish this, one may use Eqs. (22) 
and (23) to obtain 

D•A• =• A•,A• - (•f•,/2•)•, exp(/•T•), (51) 
and 

Substituting Eqs. (51) and (52) into Eqs. (48) and (49) 
yields 

- (•,/2•)A, exp(i•T•) =0, (53) 
and 

--. 

- ((yf•/2%) A• exp(i(yTx) = 0. (54) 

It can easily be shown that Eqs. (22) and (53) are the 
first two terms in a multiple-scales expansion of 

2ico, dA• +ef,,(1- e•) Z, exp(ie•t)+(•({A, ' dt 

+ 2w, x,)A , =0. (55) 

Similarly, Eqs. (23) •d (54) •e the first two terms in 
a multiple-scales expansion of 

+ a%x,) A, :0. (56) 

Equations (55) and (56) admi• a non•rivial solution having 
•he form 

A• = a• exp[i((X + e) t] and A, = a, exp(- i(X•), (57) 

where % and % are complex constants and 
1 

x • + (e + (z•) x + •A•, + (ez• =0. (58) 
In Eq. (58), 

and 
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•. = • --•(•/•). 
Solving Eq. (58) gives 

•:- «{• + • + [(• + •)•' - • - 4•.]P •'. 

(60) 

(61) 

The transition curves correspond to the vanishing of 
the radical in Eq. (61); that is 

(•+ ½7t =+ (A•=) t/= (1 + 2½(•7•./A•=) + O(½•'). 
Eliminating (• from Eqs. (19) and (62) yields 

• =% + %+ ((A•) 

(62) 

-= •A• + - cor (%+2% -% 

Ar• ] r• corAr• _• corAr• } O(½ 3) + (2co• + co,)•' •' - co• - cot •' •' + ' -- (M r CO• -- (M r 

(63) 

In comparing Eq. (63) with the results of Valeev, x0, x• 
one should note that the sign of the second term on the 
right side of Eq. (5.3) in Ref. 11 should be changed to a 
minus. Then this equation will be consistent with Eq. 
(2.6) given earlier by Valeev (Ref. 10) and Eq. (63) of 
the present paper. 

When p=q, Eq. (63) reduces to 

co = 2co, + ½ 

If f•r = 0 for rs p, then Eq. (64) reduces to 
(64) 

co=2co•+½ f•o -½•' f• 0(½ 3) (65) w• 8co• + 
which is the known result for the Mathieu equation. 

Note that one cannot expand Eq. (61) for small ½ in the 
neighborhood of the transition curves because (•'+ A•, is 
the same order as 2½(•7t- 4½(•7•.. This is the reason 
Eqs. (22), (23), (48), and (49)were combined into Eqs. 
(55) and (56), which were used to determine an expansion 
valid on and near the transition curves. 

C. The case w near Wq - Wp 

In this case co is near co•- co•, and there are no other 
resonances. The results can be obtained from those 

above by simply changing the sign of co•. 

D. The case w near Wp + w, o and 2w near Ws -Wq 
It is convenient to define two detuning parameters (•t 

and (•.; crt is defined according to Eq. (19), while (•. is 
defined according to the following equation: 

Then the troublesome terms are eliminated if 

2i%,•2A t, + D•A•, + 2cot,{•4 t, = O, 
2ic%DeA,, + D•A,, + 2co,,•,,A• + 2c%g•$A$ exp(- i% T2) =0, 

iDu. A s + g•A, exp(i% Tu.) =0, 

(66) 

(67) 

(68) 

(69) 
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and for nsp, q, or s the A, satisfy Eq. (37). 

Substituting Eqs. (51) and (52) into Eqs. (67) and (68) 
yields 

2ico•D•.A• + (¬A•, + 2co•) A• 

- ((hf•,/2co•) A, exp(i( h Tx) = 0 (70) 
and 

•.i•,•.•, + (l • + ••) n, - •• •p(i• •) 
+ 2wqg,sA s exp(i% Ts) = 0. (71) 

It can readily be shown that Eqs. (22) and (70) result 
from a multiple-scales •pansion of 

1 2iw• dA• +(f• _ (• A, exp(i(•t)+e2(•A•, dt 
+ 2•) A• =0. (72) 

Equations (23) and (71) result from 

2i• dt +(fo - 2w•]•e•(ieaxt)+ • •+ 
+ (2w•g•sAs exp(- i(2%t) =0, (73) 

and Eqs. (17) and (69) result from 

i • + (• g • exp(i( • %t) = 0. (74) dt 

Equations (72)- (74) admit a nontrivial solution having 
the form 

A• = % exp[ie(X + ax) t], 

A• = a• exp(- i(Xt), 
and 

• =a• exp[- i((•- (•) •], (75) 
where %, a•, and a s •e compl• constants and 

x• + [• + ((r•_ •)] x • +[• • + (•(r•- •)] x 

-•(•• =0. (76) 
The transition curves correspond to the values of ( and 
w for which X has two equal roots. 

As ( vanishes, both resonances cannot exist simulta- 
neo•ly. When w approaches w• + w•, % becomes very 
large and Eq. (76) reduces to 

1 

X2 + axX+• =0 
and, consequently, 

x=- • (• %•)•/•], •[• - 

which •rees with Eq. (25). •en 2w approaches ws 
-w•, ax becomes very large and Eq. (76) reduces to X 
=0, indicating that all solutions are bounded. This re- 
suit •rees with Eq. (47), which shows that for the case 
of 2w near w s-w• and no other resonances, as ( van- 
ishes, the unstable region in the (-w plane vanishes 
more rapidly than for the case of • near • + •. 

The case for w near w• + w• and 2w ne• w• + w s cannot 
be obtained from the results in this section by changing 
the sign of • because there is an extra resonance (• 
near w s-w•) at first order. This case is considered be- 
low. 

, 
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E. The case •o near (•p -k (•q and 
In this case, w is simultaneously near 

-w, and thus 2w is ne• w• +ws; there •e no other res- 
onances to this order. The troublesome terms are elim- 

inated from Eq. (36) • 

2iw, D•A• + D•A• + 2w,•A• + 2w, g,• exp[i(• +•) T•] =0, 
(7•) 

•i•,v•, + v•, + •,L•, = o, (78) 

Using Eqs. (31)-(33), one finds that 

D•A• = - ctrf•* A• exp(iet T• ) + ¬ A•,A• 

(79) 

+/•'•ø' ,4-• exp[i(( h +(•.)T•], (80) 
4 co •, co , 

2w, A• exp(i• h Tt) 

+ (rff•, A, exp(-icr•.T•), (81) 

D•A,=- o'•.f, 

f•'f'•' •, exp[i(( h + (r•.) T•] 4w, w s ß 
(82) 

Using Eqs. (80)-(82) in Eqs. (77)-(79), one finds that 
the resulting equations together with Eqs. (31)-(33) are 
the first two terms in a multiple-scales expansion of 

2iw, dA• + eft, (1 _•ffl_'• •., exp(icth t) + ½•' 

(2 

x •v(- i• • t) + • (• &, 
(84) 

(85) 

Equations (83)-(85) admit nontrivial solutions having the 
form 

and 

A• =a• exp[i½(X+ (h) t], 
--. 

A• -a• exp(- i½ Xt), 

A s =a s exp[- i½(•- cr•.) t], (86) 

where a•, a•, and a s are complex constants and 
1 

x • +.(,• - ,•. + •,•) x •' + [•(%• - A,•) - ,•,•. + ((,• •,•. + ,•. •,•)] x 
1 

- •(• A,• + •.A•,) + e(•.• + •) = 0, (87) 

where 

and 

1 (/x•f•f•, + 
4w. k w• 4w• / ' 

The transition curves correspond to the values of • and 
w for which there •e two equal roots. 

When ½ vanishes, Eq. (87) reduces to the results for 
a single resonance. 

IV. EXAMPLE 

Here we consider the response of a free-clamped col- 
umn to a sinusoidally varying axial force. This is one of 
the examples considered by Iwatsubo etal. ,s who ob- 
tained two-term expansions of the transition curves and 
did not consider the simultaneous occurrence of two res- 

onances. We compare their results with the present re- 
suits, showing the influence of the third term in the ex- 
pansion and the effect of the occurrence of simultaneous 
r esonanc es. 

Iwatsubo elal. showed how the equations governing the 
motion of the column can be put in the form of Eq. (1). 
We note that the coefficients of the forcing term are de- 
fined differently; 

t biy ' 

where the bty are given by Iwatsubo etal. Moreover, 
Eq. (10) given in their paper has typographical errors; 
the first three terms should have the subscript k and the 
last term should read 

t]• •' •.. by•f • cos0t. 
$=1 

Figure 1 shows the transition curves. The results for 
w near 2w• and co•.-w• were computed by using Eq. (63), 
which applies when there is a single resonance. The re- 
Suits for co near co s - co•.• 2co•., co 4 - co3• and co 1 + co s were 
computed by using both Eq. (63) (these are shown by 
dotted lines) and Eq. (87) (these are shown by solid 
lines); the latter applies when multiresonances occur si- 
multaneously. For the present results, twenty terms 
were used to compute g•, g•, X•, )q, and X•. For the 
case when w is near 2w•. and w s -co•. simultaneously, the 
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FIG. 1. Transition curves for the 

free-clamped column. 

results obtained from Eq. (87) show a rounded merger 
lower than the intersection obtained from Eq. (63). For 
the case when co is near 004 -co3 and co• + co3 simultaneous- 
ly, the results obtained from Eq. (87) do not intersect 
in contrast with the results obtained from Eq. (63). 

We note that there is no discernible difference between 

the two sets of present results [Eqs. (63) and (87)] and 
between the present results and those of Iwatsubo etal. 
when ½ is less than 0.1. Generally, the effect of the 
third term is to bend the transition curves slightly to the 
right. 

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS 

The method of multiple scales is used to determine 
uniformly valid asymptotic solutions for parametric ex- 
citations of systems having multiple degrees of freedom. 
The results show that resonances occur when/)co= co. 
ñ co,•, where/4 n, and m are integers. Explicit expres- 
sions for the characteristic exponents on and near the 
transition curves are obtained for' several possible res- 
onant conditions. In some cases, the present results 
are found to agree with the results obtained earlier by 
others, while other cases are considered here for the 
first time. Though the example considered in the pres- 
ent paper is somewhat limited in its generality, the 
method is not and can be readily applied to other similar 
systems, including those with weak nonlinearities and 
general periodic excitations. 

Finally, it is noted that in the case of disjoint reso- 
nances, such as co= co. co,• and co = cosñ cot with rn and n 
being different from r and s, Ur and u s may be unbounded 
along transition curves for u.and u,• and vice versa. 
Hence, the transition curves in the case of disjoint res- 

onances are the pair obtained from one of these reso 7 
nances along which all other solutions are bounded. 
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